Nicholas A. Abbatangelo
Nicholas A. Abbatangelo (Nick) serves as Chief Financial Officer at Humboldt Storage and Moving. While
Nick may be the money guy at Humboldt, he is also responsible for so many more critical areas to keep
this Boston moving company working smoothly and operating in top shape.
Nick always has his experienced eyes on anything going in and out the door here at Humboldt. From
overall oversight of the finances and financial reporting to forecasting the future growth of Humboldt
and more. Nick is the guy who keeps others in senior management as informed and relaxed as can be
when it comes to all matters finance.
Nick also spearheads all matters related to human resources for the Humboldt team and directs and
manages the moving company’s information technology.
Joining Humboldt in August 2020, Nick has been able to achieve many accomplishments to help build
the Humboldt brand and create systems that have built Humboldt Storage and Moving into one of the
most well-known moving companies in Boston.
Nick and his team have improved and streamlined many processes and procedures at Humboldt, not
only in the area of finance but in the technology the moving company uses and other areas. The
improvements in available technology have worked to improve the experiences of both customers as
well as team members in their goals to provide a stress-free moving experience.
Before coming to Humboldt, Nick served roles in a whole host of industries including import and export,
leather goods, household gifts and accessories. Nick also worked in the fields of media and publishing,
manufacturing and distribution as well as the non-profit sector.
Nick lends his time in the community to his church serving as a finance committee chair, diaconate and
on the board of directors. He is also a current board member at the Italian American Cultural
Organization in Braintree MA, serving as the public relations chair.
A native of Boston, Nick grew up in Hyde park and now lives south of Boston with his family.
Nick attended Northeastern University in Boston and financed 100 percent of his own education by
working part time jobs to put his way through college.

